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Battalion Bits BT13: 10.5x20 Wheel / Tire 1/48

Background
The old Bandai Austin K5 is a pretty nice kit for its age, but is spoiled by some

clunky-looking tires. The hubs aren't too bad, but the tread pattern looks more at home
on a sci-fi kit than a WWII vehicle.

This set provides four better looking tires (or tyres, if you are on that side of the
Atlantic). The tread pattern is a directional pattern often seen on British vehicles.
The wheel is also typical, with two sets of bolts. The outer set bolted the rim together,
the inner set was what was removed to change a tire.

The axle hub is specific for the Austin according to photos I've seen. Canadian
Military Pattern (CMP) trucks also used this size tire, but the hubs were different (and
different front and back as well).

Assembly
No hole is provided in the back of the hub, but this is easy enough to drill in to

match the axles in the Bandai kit. The Bandai brake drums will fit in the recesses in the
back of the tire with just a little sanding. If you want to use these wheels on some other
vehicle, you can use the axle hubs provided or make more appropriate axle hubs
yourself and drill a hole to suit.
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